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Besieged by financial and marital turmoil, Mark Vale meets a group of
contemporary alchemists who take him on a bewildering journey outside
his comfort zone, teaching him how to transform confronting situations
into golden opportunities. His initiation into magic appears complete
when he manifests a massive financial windfall, but it soon becomes
apparent that his material success will not be enough to hold his family
together.
With his world seemingly crumbling around him, Mark embarks on the
ultimate quest to uncover what it takes to manifest the precious things in
life that money can't buy.

The Magician's Way is a stunning narrative that helps us understand how
strongly our values influence what happens to us in life. Its lessons in the
age old secrets of practical magic come through in a totally entertaining
way, shrouded in a fascinating story. There is a certain breathless rush to
get to the next lesson, as it all seems to make so much sense.
This book is essential reading for anyone interested in discovering the key
to transforming their outer life by changing their inner world.

"Riveting...a lot of fun and a very powerful series of lessons in life':
r

,

"Inspiring, empowering and uplifting. A heart opening story and a great read:'
, ,
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Author's profile

William Whitecloud's association with magic can be traced
back to his childhood in the small African country of Swaziland,
where he was immersed in the supernatural world view of the
tribes people around him This association was re-enforced
when he immigrated to Australia in 1983 and began speculating
on global financial money markets, using profoundly esoteric
methods for predicting market movements.

Over time William's attention shifted from observing
phenomena at work outside of himself to finding ways he could
practically apply magic to creating what truly mattered to him
in his own life. This search brought him into contact with the
alchemical principles of Hermetic Philosophy and the ideas of
Robert Fritz, founder of Technologies For Creating. Within
months, he had begun to study and teach these superbly
effective modalities for reconnecting with and manifesting what
is truly important to the human spirit.

In 1996 William founded the Living From Greatness
program, dedicated to empowering participants in discovering
and living their authentic nature and purpose. Through his
involvement in the program, he has worked one on one with
hundreds of individuals over periods of two to three years,
coaching them in bringing their dreams into reality. His search
to discern the essence of what it takes people to connect with
and live from their creative spirit forms the basis of his first
book, The Magician's Way.

William now lives in Byron Bay, Australia, one of the most
creative and loving communities in the world, where he devotes
his time to coaching, writing, enjoying his young family, and
letting life unfold by magic.
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exist were it not for two extraordinary individuals who have proved to
me that everything is possible — and then some'

I would like to acknowledge that the first chapter of this book is based
on an actual experience I had with my friend Kris Barkway, author of
The New Golf Paradigm. Kris is without a doubt the greatest exponent
of magic I have ever encountered. As you would expect from a true
master, Kris not only has the ability to do things that spectacularly
defy belief, but more than that, he has the ability to confer the same
power on others.
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Way to my beloved wife, Christian, whose only demand on me, ever, has
been that I follow my heart. Her unshakeable faith in the power of love
has been my greatest teacher.
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